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Kathy Osteryoung Elected to Executive Committee
Katherine W. Osteryoung joins

the ASPB Executive Committee as

an elected member on October 1.

Kathy earned a BA degree in

biological sciences from the Uni-

versity of California, Santa Bar-

bara, and in 1990 she earned a

PhD in plant physiology from the

University of California, Davis.

Kathy was a postdoctoral

research associate from 1990 to

1993 and an NIH postdoctoral

fellow from 1993 to 1995 in the

Department of Biochemistry at the Universi-

ty of Arizona. From 1996 to 2000, she was

assistant professor in the Department of Bio-

chemistry and Department of Biology at the

University of Nevada, Reno. In 2000, she

moved to Michigan State

University, where she was

associate professor until

2006 and is currently pro-

fessor in the Department

of Plant Biology.

Kathy’s research inter-

ests include the composi-

tion, structural organiza-

tion, biochemical

dynamics, evolution, and

regulation of the chloro-

plast division machinery

in plant cells. She also has investigated

cyanobacterial cell division as an evolution-

ary model for plastid division and dynamics.

Her professional activities include a stint

from 2004 to 2006 as evaluator, Faculty of

1000, and service on the editorial committee

of Annual Review of Plant Biology from 2006

to the present. She was also a member of the

peer-review grant panels of USDA’s National

Research Initiative Competitive Grants Pro-

gram for Plant Growth and Development

and of NSF’s Integrative Plant Biology pro-

gram. In addition, she has been a mentor to

24 undergraduate research students.

Kathy has served ASPB in a number of

capacities. From 2005 to the present, she has

been a monitoring editor for Plant

Physiology. She was a member of the Charles

Reid Barnes Life Membership Award Com-

mittee from 2005 to 2007, and from 2007 to

2008, she was chair of that committee. �

Kathy Osteryoung

Addressing Ethical Standards: Mentor
Involvement in Research Misconduct
Between 2004 and 2005, the ASPB News pub-

lished a handful of articles addressing the

most common types of ethical misconduct in

publishing (http://www.aspb.org/newsletter/

ethicalstandards.cfm). An interesting new study,

published in July in the journal Science and

Engineering Ethics (http://www. springerlink.

com/content/70w5wu2142w6151g/?p=3aeb5

f3fe93c4cd6952337857f55e3c2&pi=4) and

discussed in an article in the August 29 issue of

the Chronicle of Higher Education (CHE; http://

chronicle.com/daily/2008/08/4405n.htm),

investigates the extent to which mentors are

involved in promoting responsible research

in cases of research misconduct. The authors

reviewed the U.S. Public Health Service mis-

conduct files of the Office of Research Integrity.

They explored the role of the mentor in these

cases on such behaviors as review of source

data and teaching of research standards.

They found that nearly three-quarters of the

mentors had never examined the trainees’ lab

results, and two-thirds never taught the

trainees standards for properly keeping lab

notebooks. They concluded that many men-

tors were poorly prepared to educate trainees

about ethics. Further, as noted in the CHE

article, many scientists were in fact poor role

models because they themselves engaged in

possibly unethical research practices.

C. Robertson McClung
c.robertson.mcclung@dartmouth.edu

Nancy Winchester
nancyw@aspb.org

Below we have published an extract from the

CHE article. It is reprinted courtesy of The

Chronicle of Higher Education, copyright 2008.

The ASPB News welcomes ideas for
its occasional column “Addressing
Ethical Standards,” in which we
address scientific (mis)conduct in
publishing. Our format is simple:
We provide the reader with a brief
introduction to the topic, then
reprint (by permission) a few para-
graphs from a previously published
article by an authoritative source,
with a link to the full article. You
can read all prior columns at http://
www.aspb.org/newsletter/
ethicalstandards.cfm.

Send your ideas to
column editors Rob McClung

and Nancy Winchester at
nancyw@aspb.org.

Scientists Who Cheated Had Mentors Who Failed to Supervise Them
By Jeffrey Brainard

When young scientists fake results, their

mentors—senior researchers who are sup-

posed to train them—have neglected their

supervisory responsibilities. A new study of

scientific trainees caught cooking their data

found that in three-quarters of the cases, their

mentors had never examined the trainees’

laboratory results. And two-thirds of the
continued on page 11

University of Cambridge plant scientist

David Baulcombe, formerly of the Sainsbury

Laboratory in Norwich, UK, has won the

2008 Albert Lasker Basic Medical Sciences

Award for his work on RNA-mediated silenc-

ing of gene activity in plants. Baulcombe

shares his award with Gary B. Ruvkun and

Victor Ambros, both of whom discovered

similar modes of gene regulation in

Caenorhabditis elegans.

A comprehensive description of the 2008

award to Baulcombe, Ruvkun, and Ambros is

available on the Lasker Foundation website

at http://www.laskerfoundation.org/awards/

2008_b_description.htm.

This page also includes links

to a celebratory essay (http://

www.laskerfoundation.org/

awards/2008_b_descrip-

tion.htm) written for the

October issue of Nature

Medicine, in which

Baulcombe uses case histo-

ries of basic biological dis-

coveries made in plants to

argue that carrying out

research in plant model systems is equally

valuable as investigating yeast, worms, and

other animals. He points out,

however, that in addition to

helping scientists address basic

questions in biology, research in

plants may “help with the small

problem of harvesting the sun

and feeding the world.”

Those interested in teaching

the basics of how RNA interfer-

ence impacts gene expression

may appreciate the video short

from Nova that is available at

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/

3210/02.html. �
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ASPB Member Strauss Named Oregon State University
Distinguished Professor
ASPB member Steve Strauss, a

professor of forest science in the

College of Forestry, Oregon State

University (OSU), was recognized

with the university’s highest aca-

demic honor, the title of “Distin-

guished Professor,” on May 22,

2008. 

Steve is internationally known

for his impacts in research, out-

reach, and teaching, and his schol-

arship spans the molecular to the

ecological, and technical to policy

levels. He has made major contributions to

analysis of the social, ecological, and policy

aspects of biotechnology. 

“Steve’s potential as a

scientist was recognized

early in his career at OSU

when he received a presti-

gious NSF Young Investi-

gator Presidential Award

in 1989,” notes Forest Sci-

ence Department Head

Tom Adams. “He has cer-

tainly not disappointed

us! Today Steve is recog-

nized worldwide in the

field of forest genetics as a

pioneer of the application of molecular

genetics to understanding the biology of for-

est trees. In particular, he has used the tools

of genetic engineering and genomics to help

unravel the genetic control of flowering, stem

form, and pest resistance in poplar species.” 

Strauss has become well known at OSU

because of the biotechnology outreach pro-

gram that he has directed since 2004, which

brings high-profile speakers to campus to

address the diversity of social and scientific

issues surrounding use of biotechnologies.

He was a Leopold Leadership Fellow in

2005–2006; the program trains leading envi-

ronmental scientists in outreach and com-

munication skills. He has been quoted in

dozens of major news articles, including in

the New York Times, USA Today, The Oregon-

ian, The Economist, and Science. �
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supervisors never taught the trainees standards

for properly keeping lab notebooks.

“There was a troublingly high incidence

of missing data or of no lab books at all

(even in the laboratories of renowned scien-

tists),” wrote the authors of the study,

<http://www. springerlink.com/content/

70w5wu2142w6151g/?p=3aeb5f3fe93c4cd69

523 37857f55e3c2&amp;pi=4>, which

appears in the September issue of the journal

Science and Engineering Ethics. 

The findings suggest that principal inves-

tigators and laboratory leaders should more

frequently spot-check trainees’ work as well

as instruct them about laboratory procedures

and ethics, the authors said. But the mentors

need help from their institutions to do so…

Read this article in its entirety by visiting

http://chronicle.com/daily/2008/08/4405n.htm.

A subscription to the Chronicle of Higher

Education is required to access this article. �
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